Welcome to TechQuest 2018

We at Quiz’D are some curious enthusiasts who ventured into this journey to engage
our minds and incite them to ask the right questions. We are in no way more
knowledgeable or accomplished than our amazing audience today, however for the
exciting competition we are about to have ahead, we welcome you aboard.

Format of the Quiz
 Preliminary Round – Level 1 : A series of questions on the themes of NATC
namely, Intelligent Automation, Immersive Experience, Architecture, Block chain and
Platforms will be thrown at you one at a time, questions will appear on the screen as
well as will be read it out by the Quiz Master
 A correct answer will fetch you 2 Points
 A wrong answer will deduct -1 Point (Negative)
If your team wishes to answer, you write down the Answer in Block Letters on your
writing Pad and raise your Team Placard immediately for the nearest TechQuest
volunteer to identify your team number and reach out to you.
Your rank in the leaderboard will reflect the total points you have scored throughout
the Prelims.
 Preliminary Round – Level 2 : Similar format of questions as in round 1,
however expect the intensity to be more tough and tricky. You would also be looking
at a major reshuffle to the race in the leaderboard because the scoring pattern is a bit
of a gamble here.
 A correct answer will fetch you 6 Points
 A wrong answer will deduct -2 Point (Negative)
It is a make or break round for the subsequent final round as only the Top 6 teams in
the Leaderboard make it to the Final Rounds.
 Final Round – Level 3 : Teams reaching the finals are in for some serious business.
However if you haven’t made it to the Finals, you have got a chance to win some
grand prizes on exclusive audience questions. For every audience question correctly
answered, you win Rs. 2500 Gift Vouchers. So play along and if the lady luck finds you,
expect to be handsomely rewarded.
For the Top 6 Finalists, the scores have been reset. What is to follow are 4 exciting
rounds to decide the ultimate champions of TechQuest 2018. They are:

Round 1
The Everyday Round (General Round)

Questions will be asked to each team by turn and Incorrect or No Answer will result
the question to be passed. Teams to score
 +30 Points on Direct Correct Answer
 +10 Points on Pass Correct Answer
 0 Points on Incorrect or No Answer

Round 2
The Differential Round

Questions will be thrown at all teams. And all 6 teams need to pounce on the answer.
No answers on the mic for this one, but you have to write it on the pad in front of you.
Every Question is of 60 Points each and the points will be divided amongst the teams
giving the correct answer

Score

6 Teams

No of Teams Answered Correctly
5 Teams
4 Teams
3 Teams
2 Teams

10 Points
Each

12 Points
Each

15 Points
Each

20 Points
Each

30 Points
Each

1 Team
60 Points
Each

This is also a Knockout Round, which means the last 2 teams get eliminated and the
top 4 teams move on to Round 3.

Round 3
The Gamble Round

This round gives a chance to settle some old records.
Here each team on its own turn, would choose as to which of the other 3 teams the
question should be thrown at.
 In-case the target team is able to answer the challenge correctly then
 Target Team is awarded +40 Points
 Challenger Team is deducted -10 Points.
 However, in the case the Target Team gets it wrong
 Target team penalized with -10 Points
 Question is back to the Challenger Team and they get a chance to answer it.
 Correct fetches them +40 Points
 Incorrect penalizes them with -10 Points
Each team gets 3 Questions to throw at each of the 3 Teams.
A challenge direction cannot be repeated (For eg. if A has asked a question to B, then
the next question can be directed to only C or D and not B anymore)
This is also a Knockout Round, which means the last 2 teams get eliminated and the
top 2 teams move on to Round 4.

Round 4
The Tech Tac Toe Round

This is a duel round between the best two teams of TechQuest 2018.
Rules and Format are to be revealed on the stage.
You would have to hold out till this moment to watch the nail biting finish.
The Winner takes it all.

Audience Questions

Between each of the 4 rounds we have a total of 8 Audience Questions which are
2500/- each so there are some serious incentives to stay back.

Rules and Regulations – TechQuest 2018
 Answer to be written in Block Letters on your Writing Pad and Team Placard
raised immediately.
 Please note that the first answer written on your pad will be considered as final.
 Any crosscutting or overwriting will be treated as a wrong answer.
 Answer on the mic should be the same, as what you have written.
 Any mismatch will also be dealt with negative marks.
 Your rank in the leaderboard will reflect the total points you have scored
throughout the Prelims.
 Any unfair means such as using electronic devices to answer a question will
result in disqualification of the team from the competition.
 Teams to report exactly at the designated time after the tea break. Teams
delayed will not be allowed to sit for Prelims-2
 Any Prompting or Answering out of turn will be dealt with warning followed by
disqualification of that team from the competition.
 Each Round of the Finals will have a separate format so hear them out
attentively.
 Discussion or Conversations between any two teams is not permissible without
the consent of the organizing committee.
 The decision of the Quizmaster is the final decision and will abide to all issues.

In-case of any further queries, please reach out to the nearest TechQuest Volunteer.
Hope to learn from you all as well.
Happy Quizzing!

